Universities in Lodz are open for cooperation with business to respond with the curriculum to the current market needs.

You do not have to bend over backwards to gain professional experience. You can simply visit a career fair in Lodz. During numerous events and informal meetings you can find out about technological novelties or case studies. Creative people can participate in the biggest fashion, design and film events in Poland.

- **FAIR**
- **BRANCH MEETINGS**
- **BIGGEST CREATIVE EVENTS IN POLAND: FASHION, DESIGN, FILM**
LET'S MEET IN LODZ

UNIVERSITIES

6
STATE OWNED UNIVERSITIES

151
POST-DIPLOMA COURSES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LODZ

34
POST-DIPLOMA COURSES AT LODZ UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

16
PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES

INSTITUTIONS OF SCIENCE AND CULTURE:

European Research Centre
European Institute
Alliance Française
Centre For Eastern Studies
German Language Centre